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Quick estimate of extreme floods water levels
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Abstract. In order to map extreme floods (return period as high as 500 or 1000 years) for which the discharges are
uncertain, it appears cost effective to use a simplified method in order to obtain estimations of water levels. Generally,
maps of the 100-year flood or an equivalent historical flood are available. The method presented here exploits the
information of water levels contained in these maps. To ensure consistency with the map of the 100 year flood, the method
calculates the additional water depths due to the difference in peak discharge between a 100 year flood and the studied
extreme flood using a 1-D Manning equation. Two examples located in France permit to discuss the most suitable choice
of the model parameters among which the more uncertain one is the slope. The error is as high as about 50% for the
additional water depth but the error on the flooded area is about 10 %. The method appears a relevant tool to define
extreme flooded area if associated to the assessment of a corresponding extreme discharge.

1 Introduction
In France, for more than twenty years, flood hazard
has been reported in the PPRI (plans for prevention of
flood risks) which relied on the mapping of the 100 year
flood or a historical flood if higher -, which often
corresponds to a slightly higher return period. The 2007
European Flood Directive, requires to identify Areas with
Potential Significant Flood Risk and map on these areas
three levels of floods. In France, the three return periods
are [1]:
1. a flood between 10 and 30 years return period;
2. a flood between 100 and 300 years return period;
3. a flood of about 1000 years return period.
When available, existing maps may be used  hence
the return period is expressed as a range, to increase the
opportunity to find existing maps. Floods similar to the
typical floods of return period between 10 and 100 years
can be observed and thus, a hydraulic model simulating
floods can be calibrated rather easily up to this level of
higher historical flood; moreover, in areas where the
flood risk is high, these studies have often been already
carried out. Rarer floods are more difficult to estimate
with hydraulic models; and indeed extreme floods map
are rare in France. Thus, as an alternative to a
complicated process, with anyway a lot of uncertainty,
one can propose a simplified approach to estimate rare
flood extent when a 100 year flood map or an equivalent
one is available and can be used as a reference. The idea
is to extent the existing map to extreme flood parameters
by using simple hydraulic modelling, acceptable as a first
appraisal of the limits of the 1000 year flood.
[2] shows that, even for very unsteady flows such as
dam break waves, applying uniform flow equation can
provide a suitable relation between peak discharge and
peak water depth. Then, it appears that if topography of
a

the valley is available, a simplified method can be based
on such an approximation. Trying to minimize error, the
method is applied only to obtain the 1000 year flood
using the information available for the 100 year flood and
assuming that this latter information is accurate.
This paper is divided into three parts, the first one
detailing the principles of the method and the two
following ones presenting the application of the method
to two field cases: the Gardons valley that suffered a high
flood in 2002, which led to a study in which a hydraulic
model was calibrated also for extreme historical events,
and the Montluçon city for which an estimate of the map
of extreme flood was performed by a simple method in
the framework of the European Directive application.

2 Description of the method
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Figure 1. Sketch of the principle of the additional depths
method in one cross section.
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The field case selected includes the valley of the
Gardons river (first «   
 » (Figure 2) and
downstream « Gardons Réunis » (Figure 3)) along 100
kilometres from Cambous dam to the junction with
Rhône River river basin area of 2157 km2) In 2002, this
valley suffered a high flood with a peak discharge of
about7000 m3/s at the gauging station of Remoulins on
the downstream reach. This flow discharge implied water
elevations higher than all the recorded water elevations of
the twentieth century but [3] identified that some floods
of the 15th century reached higher water elevations.
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3 The case of the Gardons valley
3.1. Description of the case

Figure 2. Map of upstream Gardons River (Gardon d

Figure 3. Map of downstream Gardons River (Gardons Réunis).
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this latter water elevation. The method nam 
includes friction both on bottom and lateral slopes while
the method    integrates only friction on the
lateral slopes. In order to estimate the influence of
simplifying the geometry, the method uses the
full description of the cross section (same one as in de
Saint Venant calculation) and applies average friction
coefficient over the whole cross section; the average
friction coefficient is calculated using the Einstein
equation (power 3/2 on the wetted perimeters) on the
coefficient for the 100 year cross section (estimated from
the 100 year water elevation) and the value (15 m1/3.s-1)
for the additional cross section.
The slope is estimated from the water elevations of
the 100 year flood calculated using de Saint Venant
equations. If a value below 0.01 % is obtained, a value of
0.01% is applied in order to get suitable water depths [2].
Three methods are tested:
1. a slope centred on the cross section (using values
obtained half space step upstream and downstream) ;
2. a slope centred on the cross section but calculated on
three space steps;
3. the minimum of the upstream and downstream
slopes.
Finally, a correction was tested in order to obtain
1000 year water elevation decreasing from upstream to
downstream. The correction is required because the
method is a local one and thus, this condition is not
always verified. Without the correction, the method is
        

The ANR funded Extraflo project [4] provided, an
analysis of the flow for the 2002 flood and the previous
high floods of the 20th century. Thirty homogeneous
geomorphological reaches were distinguished and a 1-D
hydraulic model (based on RubarBE code that solves de
Saint Venant equations [5]) was built. For the 600 cross
sections of this latter model (space step of 200 metres),
the elevations of the 100 year and 1000 year flood were
calculated. The results of the RubarBE model will be
considered as the reference for comparison with the
various versions of the additional depths method tested
here below in order to minimize the effect due to the
approximation of the 1-D flow hypothesis.
In order to simplify, the additional depths method
was applied using a uniform Strickler coefficient of 15
m1/3.s-1 for the additional flooded area. This latter value is
generally the same one as the one used for the flood plain
in the RubarBE model, which means that again, the
differences between the two models results are not due to
the differences in the values used for this parameter;
however, because the models are different, the meanings
of this parameter is not exactly the same: it can be stated
that, in the simplified method, the Strickler coefficient
accounts for all the head losses including the influence of
singularities and thus should be slightly lower than for de
Saint Venant equations.
In order to be as simple as possible, the Manning
Strickler equation is applied to a trapezoidal shaped
section, the bottom of which is the water elevation for the
100 year flood (Figure 1) and the lateral slope
corresponds to the additional width one metre higher than

Figure 4. Standard deviation between the 1000 year elevation calculated by the reference (de Saint Venant equations with two types of
calculation : « p » with the same flow discharge as the simplified method, « h » with a discharge hydrograph reduced because of the
propagation along the reach). The notation is friction (c, h or s), slope (1, 2 or 3), reference (p or h), correction (sza or aza).
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On Figure 4, it appears clearly that the slope « 2 »
(the averaged slope) provides the better results in nearly
all the cases. The correction that prevents water elevation
to increase in the stream-wise direction is not very
efficient but because it simplifies the mapping, it could be
used. Using reference calculation with the discharge
 ! "#
additional depths method is generally overestimating the
water elevation and thus the slight decrease of the water
elevation in this reference calculation minimizes the
deviation. The three methods to apply friction are
relatively equivalent but method « c » (trapezoidal shape
without bottom friction) provides slightly worse results.
Finally, the results (with reference to the calculation
with same discharge and downstream correction « paza »)
provide a deviation of 1.73 m for the simplified geometry
   $%&  '       (
error on the flooded area (additional flooded areas and
erroneously not flooded areas over the total flooded area)
is then about 10%. Deviation is slightly lower (down to
1.15 m) if the comparison is carried out with the more
realistic calc#  # ) *  +# h
method that takes into account the flow propagation
inside the reach) and is obtained without correction for
decreasing water elevation, which means that this
correction is not validated.
The higher deviations in water elevation are located
upstream (reaches T1 and T5 on Figure 2) with moderate
 +#    '         #
  ($, ($- .# 3) with nearly
no consequences for flooded areas. However, the main
discrepancies are in the downstream reaches (T25 to T30)
in which the flood plain is very flat and thus a lower error
in the water elevation means a high error on the flooded
area. This latter area is also the one in which the
embankments that cross the flood plain influence the flow
pattern and in which the 1-D flow hypothesis can be
strongly discussed.
The conclusion of this field case is the necessary
use of an averaged slope to avoid the difficulties in
obtaining a representative slope. Using a trapezoidal
shape for the additional cross section seems convenient
although it seems to create an overestimate of the water
elevation. Correcting the results for providing a
decreasing water elevation does not provide the best
solution; it should be improved to be applied
systematically.

4 The case of Montluçon city
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Figure 5. Map of the area (source : DDT Allier) with the cross
sections used for comparison (in red), the flooded area (in blue)
and the additional information of the cross sections used in
RubarBE model (in black).
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0.18 m). On the 11 representative sections (Table 2), the
under estimate is even higher and particularly if
compared with DDT differences.
Number
of cross
section

2
8
12
22
26
30
34
36
43
46
48

Figure 6. Comparison of water elevations along the valley for
two discharges (previous study and RubarBE calculation).

The results of the additional depths method can be
compared with the DDT and the RubarBE results. The
second comparison used for the first field case provides
an estimate of what is lost using a simplified method
while the first comparison provides an estimate of what is
lost using only part of the knowledge of the field data.
For the second comparison, using the same
topography as in RubarBE model (« c » method) provides
data closer to the RubarBE results than the trapezoidal
shape and then, local slope or minimum slope should be
used. However, if this topography is not known (or not
used for shorter data collection), the averaged slope
should be used to obtain the results closer to RubarBE.
Using this latter method (« h2sza »), there is a slight
underestimate (0.40 m instead of -0.04 m for « c1sza »),
but the standard deviation is similar (0.54 m and 0.65 m).
Here below, only th/#
In tables 1 and 2, the comparison is limited to 11
cross sections considered as more representative by the
DDT of Allier. The under estimate stated previously in
the comparison with RubarBE calculation is also shown
in table 1 for the DDT results.
Number of
cross
section
2
8
12
22
26
30
34
36
43
46
48

Difference
DDT Allier

Difference
DDT Allier

Difference
RubarBE

Difference
Additional
Depths
Method

2.46
2.23
1.88
1.49
1.33
0.91
1.66
2.12
1.58
1.43
1.69
1.96
2.58
1.71
1.81
2.19
1.87
1.72
2.36
1.21
1.67
2.31
1.31
1.78
2.61
2.94
0.95
2.65
2.72
0.96
2.90
2.40
1.19
 !!%(    
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In both comparisons with RubarBE results, it appears
that the error is about 50% of the additional water depth.
These results are only slightly improved if the flood plain
Strickler calibrated for RubarBE model is used instead of
the constant value of 15 m1/3.s-1.
Going back to the first field case for which the mean
additional water depth is 2.97 m (but with a strong
variability), the error is even higher if the comparison
with the peak discharge is kept as reference although the
error for the flooded area is limited to about 10%.

5 Conclusion
The two field cases shown in this paper demonstrate
that the error due to the additional depths method is not
linked to the approximation of the geometry of the
additional flood plain nor to the Strickler value although
a more accurate assessment of these parameters slightly
improve the results.
The choice of the slope is the main factor that
provides a slight underestimate of the results and above
all generates a high variability of the results particularly
in the areas in which the flow is far from a uniform flow.
Although the 100 year water elevation is a quite smooth
curve, the corresponding slope varies rather strongly and
generates local errors. Using a valley slope, [2] shows
that even for very unsteady flows, the error on the water
depth can be as low as 20%, which means that one can
expect an improvement if a more relevant slope is used
and that this slope should be smoothened to avoid local
errors. However, obtaining such a slope remains a strong
difficulty for which the definition of homogeneous
reaches is only one step.

Difference
RubarBE

Difference
Additional
Depths
Method
0.91
1.30
0.62
0.78
1.11
0.35
0.8
0.58
0.18
0.89
0.53
0.37
0.54
1.09
0.56
0.5
0.97
0.54
0.53
1.12
0.69
0.91
1.11
0.72
1.33
1.08
0.44
1.49
1.15
0.54
1.1
1.55
0.89
 !!%(    
 &''"   &'''" ! +


Although it is not the aim and domain of the method, it
was applied between the 10 year flood and the 100 year
flood. Table 2 shows that similar results are obtained.
Comparing the additional depths method with RubarBE,
the standard deviation is 0.77 m (for an under estimate of
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